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Victory Quilts
Pocket-size guide features rotary-cutting directions for 102 pieced blocks in 5 sizes
each, plus lots more!

The Underground Railroad Sampler
It's so easy to create quilts that repeat a single block--make just one and you'll
have the confidence to fly through the rest of your quilt! Choose from a whopping
57 quilts to piece one block at a time, or make blocks in multiples with quick chainpiecing methods. Star designers including Kim Diehl, Country Threads' Mary
Etherington and Connie Tesene, Pat Sloan, Carrie Nelson, and Jo Morton will help
you along the way. Pair your repeated blocks with plain squares, rotate blocks for a
playful spin, or simply line them up row by row. From fun make-in-a-weekend
designs to stunning quilts to cherish and pass on, you'll find the perfect block to
repeat in this colossal compilation of quilt patterns!

Paper Piecing Perfect Points
Let's go on a picnic . . . and return inspired to quilt! Sew cute critters, fancy
flowers, birds and bugs, trees and turtles, and other odes to the out-of-doors with
30 adorable quilt blocks, each in two sizes: 6" and 12" square. The secret to
making these charming designs? An easy stitch-and-flip technique that skips
foundation piecing and templates--sew only straight seams! Create a fun sampler
quilt--featuring all 30 blocks--plus seven companion projects including a table
runner, tote, and pouches. Simply choose your favorite blocks and plug them into
the patterns. With handy cutting charts and a lettering system for keeping track of
where you are as you make each block, sewing will seem like a picnic!

Supersize 'Em!
Collects 5,500 named patchwork patterns from varying sources, ranging from
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some that go back generations to modern ones, and arranges them by the number
of squares to a block to allow easy mixing and matching.

The Patchsmith's Sampler Blocks
Provides a collection of twenty-two patterns for an array of large-scale prints, with
techniques for piercing, working with appliqué, paper piecing, and more.

That Town and Country Quilt
Paper piecing is popular, so now's the time to teach quilters to move beyond
squares and rectabgles and give their quilts a few points - sharp points. Readers
will discover a varied assortment of bold looks.

365 Foundation Quilt Blocks
It’s quiltmaking made as simple as paint-by-numbers! With a new method called
foundation piecing, you just follow a numerical sequence to stitch fabric onto a
foundation. Even the smallest pieces meet precisely, quickly, and accurately. With
365 projects, you could make one every day of the year. They’re organized monthby-month, so you could make a patriotic quilt with the July blocks; a Thanksgiving
quilt in November; a Christmas quilt with the December blocks; or pretty floral
quilts with each month’s flowers. (There are also some whimsical designs such as
the yellow submarine that marks the day the Beatles came to America.) Photos of
quilts made with blocks for each month accompany the complete instructions for
the entire foundation piecing process.

Quilter's Precut Companion
Day & Night will mystify, enchant, and entertain you. It is magical with no smoke
and mirrors and the technique is awesome. The pattern is made from strips and
the illusion created by using the acrylic template included in the back of the book.
Eleanor Burns offers variations on making a quilt with two or three contrasting
colors. By using three or four fabric strips, the blocks take on a whole new look.

The Quilt Block Cookbook
"Diana created a warm, down-home country feeling with her choice of Kansas
Trouble fabrics by Moda. Her quilt fulfills a drem of driving down country roads in
America's heartland. It's perfect to snuggle under by the fireplace on a cold winter
day"--Page 4 of cover.

Twist & Turn Block Quilts
More than 28,000 quilters have sewn along with the Splendid Sampler community
online. Now Pat Sloan and Jane Davidson return with 100 all-new block patterns to
inspire quilters all over the world, all over again! Choose blocks designed by Pat
and Jane plus superstar quilters Lissa Alexander, Carrie Nelson, Jenny Doan, Susan
Ache, Betsy Chutchian, and many more. Blocks made with patchwork, applique,
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embroidery, and paper piecing provide plenty of opportunities to try new
techniques. You'll discover fun ideas for arranging your blocks in a gallery of
sampler quilts. Share your progress online and experience the joys of quilting with
this "Splendid" community of quilters!

Quilt Lab-The Creative Side of Science
Welcome to a machine-quilting book like no other. It's a helpful guide to machinequilting designs for a dozen classic quilt blocks! No guessing, no stressing--these
61 designs show you exactly how to quilt specific blocks, and you choose the
challenge. With four to six ways to quilt each block, you'll find machine-quilting
designs for beginners, advanced quilters, and everyone in between. Designs are
rated with one, two, or three spools: One spool: Light quilting, no marking, easy to
stitch--perfect for finishing quilts quickly. Two spools: A little more adventurous--try
swirls, pebbles, feathers, and more. Three spools: Dense quilting, grid work, and
ruler work--plus more feathers! Start with an introduction to basic tools, supplies,
and best practices. Then jump right in with color-coded illustrations that tell you
which path to follow and when. Yes, you can quilt it--begin with any of the blocks
below and Vicki Ruebel will show you how! Log Cabin * Snowball * Bear's Paw *
Sawtooth Star * Courthouse Steps * Churn Dash * Granny Square * Eight-Pointed
Star * Nine Patch * Double X * Friendship Star * Ohio Star

Judy Martin's Ultimate Book of Quilt Block Patterns
By using two quilt blocks, Sue gives the illusion of curves as this graceful pattern
glides together to form the lovely Tennessee Waltz Quilt. The "54-40 or Fight"
block is a traditional star pattern with a political name that dates back to the 1844
presidential election, concerning a dispute over the Oregon Territory. The
companion block, "Snowball" is a long standing, all-purpose block. The blocks pair
perfectly to form a new pattern with endless possibilities for design.With guidance
on selecting fabrics, and variations on the theme, Tennessee Waltz Quilts guides
you step by step through cutting and sewing techniques. Full yardage charts are
included for all quilt sizes with a bonus table runner included. While this pattern
appears difficult, Sue makes it very easy using Quilt in a Day methods. The book is
presented in full color with sample quilts pictured.

Egg Money Quilts
The portable, no-math reference for quilters is back, now with 110 traditional quilt
blocks in 5 sizes, rotary-cutting charts, tables, a block index, diagrams, and
practical tips!

Quick & Easy Block Tool
Victory Quilts represents a look back in history to the 1940s and life on the home
front during the war years. This book offers patterns and techniques for 20 blocks,
each one representing a slice of history with a story to tell. The blocks are
traditional patterns, popular during the 1940s era. Along with strip piecing, Eleanor
teaches her techniques for squaring up triangle-pieced squares, applique, flying
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geese patches, and much more. Make a sampler quilt "set on point" or straight set.
Each method is clearly explained and has step-by-step illustrations in full color.
Ribbon and swag borders are explained in detail and add unique interest to the
quilt projects. Same block repeat patterns are included in addition to a table
runner, wall hanging, and other projects. Victory Quilts contains yardage and
cutting charts for 5 quilt sizes, and the blocks can be made in either 12" or 6" size.
The book has 240 pages packed with lots of extra projects. Templates are included
in sturdy cardstock paper. Take a step back in history to the greatest generation
and stitch your quilt in memory of those long gone days!

Quilts from El's Kitchen
Eat, Sleep, Sew . . . with 300+ quilting patterns. To help quilters trim down fabric
stashes, the Quilting Block and Pattern-a-Day 2013 Calendar features 240+ quilt
block patterns and 70 new quilt designs by longtime quilting designers Debby
Kratovil and Jean Ann Wright.

Day and Night Quilt
"This comprehensive guide covers every block-making approach including
applique, foundation-pieced, mixed techniques, and piecing. It also features
settings and yardages for turning your blocks into beautiful quilts, quilt-making
techniques for easy reference and a bonus CD of PDF templates"--

Oh, Scrap!
Explains how to make a log cabin pattern quilt in less than sixteen hours

The Farmer's Wife 1930s Sampler Quilt
The Quilt Block Book
"In the 1930s, The Farmer's Wife offered inspiration and positivity in the 'Letters
from our farm women" column. Each month, the magazine published letters from
readers that offered support and encouragement to each other in an economically
challenging time for our country. The Farmer's Wife 1930s sampler quilt shares
ninety-nine of these letters from The Farmer's Wife magazine published during the
1930s, and a traditional quilt block inspired by each one"--Back cover.

Quilting
Bring the handmade tradition home with these charming quilts and home
accessories. Inspired by a grandmother who loved to sew for her family, quilter and
blogger Sherri McConnell gives traditional patterns like hexagons, stars, snowballs,
and Dresden Plates a new look featuring fabrics by some of today’s most popular
designers. 19 cozy projects include pillows, tote bags, table runners, and larger
quilts—quick and easy designs that make great gifts.
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Block Genius
It's time you discover just how fun it is to design your own quilt. Why settle for only
one way to lay out your blocks. Twist & Turn Block Quilts has an extra option with
each pattern but that's only the beginning. These fun quilt blocks have endless
possibilities. These 8 patterns can be twisted and turned to create more quilts than
you will ever make. Now is your chance to design your own quilt with the help of
our wonderful designers. You'll never look at a quilt block the same way.

The Splendid Sampler 2
Features 365 quilt-block patterns for piecing with a handy index Provides color
illustration, lettered line drawing, and cutting instructions Includes a variety of
block sizes from one day to the next; each day?s block pattern is shown in one size

The United States Patchwork Pattern Book
A quilting book you'll treasure every day of the year! If you're on the lookout for
fresh inspiration for your next block, here's the biggest and best compendium ever.
Combining both ideas and how-to with 365 different blocks to choose from, Block a
Day has everything you need and want from a quilting book. Designs range from
creative twists on well-loved classics to brand-new blocks in a whole range of
different styles. There are blocks here to appeal to a whole range of abilities,
whether you're a beginner or experienced quilter, and the book is arranged in a
vivid rainbow of color. Ranging from scarlets and pinks all the way across the
spectrum to purple and violet, it's a treat for your eyes. Block a Day is the quilting
book you've been looking for!

Ultimate Quilt Block Collection
Want to be a scrap quilter? Great! Want to think like a scrap quilter? Learn from a
master! Lissa Alexander has spent three decades honing her scrap-quilting talents,
and in her first solo book, she offers page after page of tips for making dazzling
scrap quilts bursting with colors, prints, and textures. Learn Lissa's secrets for
deciding which fabric combinations work (and understanding why others don't).
Best of all, with a dozen patterns to choose from you'll discover how to (finally!)
use your unique stash to make scrap quilts that sing. Includes a preface by
renowned quilt historian Barbara Brackman.

5,500 Quilt Block Designs
In Modern Quilts Block by Block readers will find 12 quilt projects using just one or
two repeating block designs. Find basic blocks along with some new designs in
these striking modern quilts. Traditional blocks get a modern update with the use
of color and design. Both the beginner and novice will enjoy quilting up these quilt
patterns.

Fresh Fat-Quarter Quilts
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Provides instructions for creating seventy-five different quilting blocks using three
sewing methods: traditional piecing, foundation piecing, and appliquâe.

Quiltmaker's 1,000 Blocks
Shizuko Kuroha's Japanese Patchwork Quilting Patterns infuses a cherished
American craft with an exquisite Japanese sense of color, detail, and design. This
book brings a fresh eye to classic patchwork patterns in a way that is delighting
quilters all around the world today. Here, Kuroha shares her intricate hand-quilting
techniques and a design sense that has been refined over her 40-year career as a
celebrated book author and teacher. Her easy combinations of soft colors, detailed
patterns, and bold stripes show how to achieve balance and flow in any type of
patchwork project—from the simplest to the most complex. Step-by-step
illustrations walk quilters through Kuroha's intricate hand-piecework process. The
book includes 19 sampler blocks used to make hundreds of different combinations
for all kinds of quilting projects. The photos and diagrams of the block assembly
are so clear, you hardly need to read the steps! A handy printable pattern sheet at
the back of the book takes the labor out of drawing the pieces used to build these
blocks. Detailed instructions show you how to incorporate the blocks into projects
large and small, including: Pincushions in round and square designs Drawstring
bags and zippered pouches embellished with patchwork Quilted tote bags and a
stylish backpack Table runners and wall hangings with gorgeous color schemes Fullsized quilts destined to become cherished heirlooms This book is an invaluable
introduction to the basics of hand-stitched piecework. Practiced quilters will also
love it for the way it broadens their horizons. Kuroha fans will be happy to see this
popular book finally available in English—where it's sure to become a treasured
reference for years to come!

The Big Book of One-Block Quilts
Learn how to use classic quilt design elements and mix them into 50 new and
unique 12" blocks.

Modern Quilts Block by Block
"For quilters - a pattern and information book for making That Town and Country
Quilt"--Publisher information.

Patchwork Picnic
In one volume, quilters will find 201 classic blocks that they can use to hone their
sewing skills, in block exchanges or to create wonderful block sampler quilts. In
this impressive collection, the author organizes the blocks in groups of 2 x 2, 3 x 3,
4 x 4, and 6 x 6 grids with instructions and math provided for 6-, 9- and 12-inch
blocks. This book is a block library that will be quilters' go-to source for reference,
inspiration and instruction. With the exception of a few that were designed by the
author, the block designs are all nearly 100 years old. Some designs are still sewn
to this day, but many deserve new recognition and use by today's quilters. [[ A
browser's delight: the four-color photography provides color and fabric-choice
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inspiration to quilters, and each block's evocative name recalls quilting's rich
history. [[ Clear instructions and expert advice: exploded diagrams of each block
make construction a snap without special rulers.

Tula Pink's City Sampler
The Underground Railroad story is one of the most dramatic chapters in America's
history. It's a story about how countless slaves made their way out of bondage,
risking death for freedom. This book features fifteen traditional quilt blocks
believed to have had secret meanings to escaping slaves.

A Quilting Life
A quilting book like no other, Quilt Lab—The Creative Side of Science by Alexandra
Winston is as cerebral as it is artistic. Extrapolating from ideas such as states of
matter and calculus, you’ll see scientific disciplines transformed into vibrant quilt
designs. Each of the 12 projects, including 9 quilts, has a story, lesson, and idea
that exemplifies its scientific design. The author also illustrates the simple
“scientific process” of quilting with step-by-step instructions, diagrams, and
hypotheses for customization. This mind-expanding book will encourage you to find
inspiration in unusual places and learn something new!

365 Quilt-Block Patterns
Ultimate Quilt Block Collection is a must-have resource for quilters, featuring more
than 70 original blocks from world-renowned designers. From basic units like Flying
Geese to more intricate motifs using foundation paper piecing, there?s something
here for every level of quilter. Mix and match classic and modern designs to make
hundreds of combinations. Lynn offers clear, step-by-step instructions for every
block, with beautiful photos of every project. She encourages you to experiment
with your own color combinations, and provides instructions for sewing all your
completed blocks into a finished quilt. Beginning quilters can use this book to learn
how to get started, while advanced quilters will discover a wealth of inspiration.
Raid your stash and start sewing today! Inside Ultimate Quilt Block Collection More
than 70 distinctive quilt block motifs to sew today! The ultimate quilt block
resource, covering a wide range of both classic and more modern designs. Mix and
match your favorite blocks to make literally hundreds of combinations. Discover a
wide variety of techniques and patterns?then experiment with your own color
combinations. Clear, step-by-step instructions for every block, with beautiful
photos of every project. Includes full patterns for joining your blocks into a
completed quilt.

Make a Quilt in a Day
Master precuts with this compete and indispensable guide to working with Charm
Packs, Layer Cakes, Jelly Rolls, Turnovers, and more! Sew 25 traditional blocks
from squares, half-square triangles, and precut strips with timesaving tips and
tricks from the one and only Missouri Star Quilt Company. You’ll cover all the
basics, including precut options, standard quilt sizes and needle types. Plus, finish
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your quilt like a pro with yardage and cutting info for borders, backings, and
bindings! Easy-to-use charts, tables, and illustrations are at your fingertips in this
handy, spiral-bound guide that’s easy to take with you.

Block a Day
Within the pages of this book you will find block patterns to create fifty unique
sampler blocks. There are a total of forty-three patchwork and seven appliqué
blocks for some serious fabric fun. Every block pattern comes with full colour
diagrams, easy-to-follow instructions and a photo of the finished block. Many of the
blocks also include a layout diagram to help you when choosing and cutting fabric.
The appliqué blocks use the quick fuse method letting you can speed your way
through these blocks (instructions and full size templates are provided) whilst the
patchwork blocks range in difficulty from simple to complex so there is something
for everybody. If you are new to patchwork or appliqué you can hone your skills by
starting on the easier blocks before moving up to the blocks with more pieces. If
you are an experienced quilter you will find new designs and some challenging
blocks to test your skills. The finished blocks can be used individually in any project
that calls for a 6" block (finished size) or you can use just one or two designs and
repeat them to make a table runner or bed runner. For the ultimate fun project you
can combine forty-eight of the blocks to create a Sampler Quilt (a block layout,
together with cutting sizes and instructions is provided).So join with the Patchsmith
to create a life of fabric, fun and friends.

Machine-Quilting Idea Book
50 quilt blocks for the 50 states from "Hearth & Home" Magazine.

Quilt Block on American Barns
Create a sampler quilt as unique as you are! Tula Pink gives you an inspiring quilt
block collection with Tula Pink's City Sampler. Make a beautiful, modern quilt of
your own design with the 100 original quilt blocks or try one of the 5 city-themed
sampler quilts designed by Tula. A note from Tula: "You will noticethat the blocks
are not named but simply numbered. This is intentional. I may have designed the
blocks and given you the instructions on what to cut and where to stitch, but I have
not infused the blocks with any meaning. This is your quilt. The fabrics that you
choose, the colors that you use and why you are making it are what will give the
quilt a purpose. Name your blocks, write in the margins, cross out the ones that
you don't like, draw hearts around the ones that you love. In a perfect world,
everyone's book would end up looking like a journal, coffee stains and all. The
more adventurous ones might rename the book and write their own introduction.
Tula Pink's City Sampler is a collaboration between you and me. I am the platform
and you are the speaker, so stand on my shoulders and tell the future who you are
and why you make."

The NEW Quick & Easy Block Tool!
How many fat quarters does it take to make a quilt? 6, 8, 10, 12, or 14--the choice
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is yours! America's favorite fabric cut gets a fun makeover in a dozen all-new
patterns from popular blogger Andy Knowlton. In her happy color palette, Andy
shares easy-to-sew quilts that will inspire you to break into your bundles, unfold
your singles, or even cut yardage into 18" x 22" chunks of fabric to re-create these
cheerful designs. Stars, pinwheels, arrows, and Churn Dashes are just a few of the
classic motifs that get Andy's fresh fat-quarter treatment. No more excuses and no
time to lose--you'll love reducing and restocking your stash to make these fatquarter friendly projects.

Tennessee Waltz Quilt
Presents instructions for creating thirteen traditional patterns that gained
popularity in the 1930s.

Shizuko Kuroha's Japanese Patchwork Quilting Patterns
Savor fresh new quilt blocks along with recipes for tasty treats in Eleanor's newest
block party book, Quilts From El's Kitchen. Sixteen traditional blocks in both 12 and
6 sizes are named after a food or related kitchen items. Sixteen recipes as well as
individual blocks and quilts are included. The book is fun and chock full of
techniques to challenge your taste buds.
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